Maths Wider Reading

Can’t get enough Maths? Have a look at some of these books:
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- **Can You Solve My Problems?** – A casebook of puzzles
- **The Number Devil:** A Mathematical Adventure
- **Snowflake, Seashell, Star – Maths through Colouring!**
- **How Many Socks Make a Pair? – Maths in Everyday Life**
- **The Liar Paradox and the Towers of Hanoi: The 10 Greatest Maths Puzzles of All Time**
- **The Time and Space of Uncle Albert – Maths Adventure**
- **The Math Book – A History of Maths and Maths Discoveries**
- **The Indisputable Existence of Santa Claus – Christmas Maths!**
- **The Thrilling Adventures of Lovelace and Babbage – Maths Adventure**
- **Mathematics Magic and Mystery – Maths in Magic!**
- **Alex’s Adventures in Numbeland – Maths around the World!**
- **The Number Mysteries – 5 Unsolvable Maths Problems**